Broadway Timeline
1PM

Walk down the Arcade (between 4th and 5th, and Union and
Church). Get the deep fried “All In” roll from Jimbo’s Sushi, then
something sweet from one of the bakeries.

3PM

Walk down 2nd (between B’way and Church) and if the music appeals, grab a drink. I like the Stillery.

5PM

Get a beer at Flying Saucer. They have an unbelievable selection,
and a great excuse to walk by the Union Station Hotel.

6PM

Get BBQ from Jack’s to soak up the booze for the night. The best
BBQ downtown.

7PM

Robert’s Western World is a touristy honkytonk with high quality
music. They play 45 minute sets. Go for one drink, tip and leave.

8PM

Acme has great music, but is often very crowded. If you can’t get in,
find one of the touristy places and ride a bull. Yee haw!

10PM

Printer’s Alley is a cool little strip. Try Bourbon Street Blues and
Boogie Bar for a break from country. Fleet Street is a Brit-style pub
that pours a great pint and has darts, but allows smoking.

11PM

End the night at HQ. It’s a “beercade” with vintage pinball machines
and console arcade games. Good drinks, too.

8AM

Hangover breakfast at the Hermitage Cafe. Get a Crema coffee
on the walk (though the best european-style non-hipster coffee is
Dunn Brothers at Church and 4th).

Fun with the Family
Opryland Hotel - Park at Opry Mills (great outlets!)
and walk over. It’s not just a hotel. Spend an hour or
two walking around or grab a drink and sit.
Farmer’s market - Hit the food court for lunch and browse
some great local foods. Walkable from downtown, or take the
free downtown loop bus.

Nashville Zoo - Doable in a day with a great variety
for a small-ish zoo.

Beer and Cocktails

Best Mixed Drinks
The Patterson House
is beautiful, snobby
and hard to get into
but, oh, the drinks…

Best Brewery
Yazoo has a great patio, vibe, and pitchers
of beer. it’s always
hopping.

Best Beer Selection
Flying Saucer has
an absurd number of
beers on draft. Love
the soft pretzels.

Best Place to Drink
Smith & Lentz is a
brewery with tons of
space, ping pong tables, and other bar
games.

Barbeque
Edley’s They also
have a great bourbon
selection and the best
pecan pie I’ve ever
had.

Hot Chicken
Hattie B’s Expect at
least a 30 min line.
The one on 19th is
always packed. I met
Steven Tyler there.

Meat and Three
Dolls (East Nashville)
or Arnold’s (downtown). Both are more
for takeout, not sit
down.

Fried Pickles
The Row They also
have a great selection
of bourbons. Sit in the
bar area for a better
vibe and live music.

Burger
The Pharmacy has
an amazing $15 burger, M.L.Rose has the
best for $10, and Fat
Mo’s has the best
“fast food” burger.

Ice Cream
Check out Jeni’s for
interesting flavors, but
you pay for the experience. Maggie Moo’s
is more traditional and
offers unlimited mixins!

Vegetarian
The Wild Cow for the
Buffalo Tempeh. They
also have their sister
place, Graze, behind
it that’s a little nicer
and has cocktails.

Tacos
Mas tacos Hipster
but delicious and affordable. Try the soup.
Just get there early. It
can get very busy.
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